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1.0 Introduction
Sweco were commissioned by East Ayrshire Leisure to further develop at concept design stage shared pedestrian / 
cycle network encompassing the town of Kilmarnock. The proposed route comprises of a radial route around the town, 
interconnected by a spinal route running North/South through the town centre as shown in Figure 1.1.

The infi nity loop is a ‘fi gure of eight’ network of pathways comprising a 26km circular route around the town with a 
Spinal Route from north to south through the town centre, linking into the circular route.

The development of the Spinal Route will provide direct access to public transport facilities, the Kilmarnock Active 
Travel Hub, all of our major parks and the facilities associated with the town centre. It will also allow for a ‘fi gure of 
eight’ route providing greater choice for locals and visitors using the Green Infrastructure network. The spinal route will 
be used to celebrate the life and work of one of Kilmarnock’s most famous sons, Johnnie Walker, and will encourage 
users of the route to visit and explore some signifi cant sites and places of interest.

The study includes various options to construct new or up-grade existing paths to a width that will provide safe and 
attractive passage for the potenial increase in volume of pedestrains and cyclists in rural and urban areas surrounding 
the town

1.1 Objectives

The proposals for the Green Infi nity Loop include a combination of high-quality segregated walking and cycling paths, 
shared use paths and Quiet streets provision. The project will provide safe access around Kilmarnock for pedestrians 
and cyclists as well as link with the wider active travel network via the NCN73. Throughout the proposed route, greens-
pace improvements will create more attractive areas, encouraging the use of active travel as a main mode of transport.

The overall goals of the Green Infi nity Loop are to:

• Provide safe pedestrian and cycle access throughout Kilmarnock
• Increase the use of sustainable transport modes in line with the aims of the East Ayrshire Local Transport Strategy
• Reduce congestion on trunk and distributor roads in Kilmarnock
• Provide active travel connections from residential areas to key retail, leisure and employment areas around Kilmar-

nock
• Futureproof for new residential and employment developments by integrating the East Ayrshire Local Develop-

ment Plan in the designing process
• Promote health and wellbeing for residents and visitors of Kilmarnock
• Provide active travel connections to local businesses
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2.0 Report Structure

This report outlines the following key elements in the concept design of the Green Infi nity Loop (GIL):

• Policy and Design Principles
• Active travel design proposals;
• Wider Transport Connections;
• Street Lighting;
• Structural Conditions Report;
• Ecological Survey Report;
• Public Consultation;
• Carbon Reduction Strategy; and
• Equality Impact Assessment (EQIA)

This report acts as a summary for all of the above with further information supported in the relevant appendices. 
Sweco have produced an additional report considering the landscape architecture elements of the project, although 
being seperate documents both reports and subsequent designs have been developed in harmony ensuring 
consistency throughout. Due to the scale and complexity of each element the reports have been produced seperately 
with an aim to cover as much detail as possible and create a simpler layout of the design proposals.
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Many disciplines including Traffi  c Engineering refer to the three “E’s” when developing potential intervention measures:
Engineering measures that involve physically altering the road layout or its appearance;

Enforcement measures which requires Police intervention to enforce the various traffi  c violations; and  
Education measures by engagement with users on best practices through the power of media.
Eff ective enforcement requires signifi cant police resourcing and therefore cannot be sustained for any length of 
time without aff ecting higher priority responsibilities. Education requires press and media campaigns which can be 
expensive, and their eff ectiveness can diminish as their ‘message’ is lost over time.

The engineering approach, however, can regulate or improve the fl ow of traffi  c by introducing physical barriers which can 
also enforce and educate motorists at the same time. 
The National Roads Development Guide, produced by the Society for Chief Offi  cers of Transport in Scotland (SCOTS), 
supports Designing Streets and expands on its principles to clarify the circumstances in which it can be used. 

One of the purposes of the document is to encourage high-quality environments that place a focus on people and enable 
developments to be designed on an individual methodology rather than following standard and rigid specifi cations where 
possible. 

Evidence provided by Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) and TMS Consultancy has updated geometric guidelines for 
low traffi  c residential streets including changes to junction spacing, visibility splays and forward visibility. This evidence 
has a major impact on roads design and is fundamental to altering previously accepted standards with the intention of, 
amongst other things, making our street safer for all.

3.2 National Policy

Various policy documents have been developed by the Scottish Government, Strathclyde Partnership for Transport 
(SPT) and East Ayrshire Council which have the collective aim of reducing travel by car and promotion of active travel 
and use of public transport within the region.  These policies emphasise the value placed by both central government 
bodies and local authorities in the continual investment and improvement of walking and cycling infrastructure.  The 
relevant policy documents will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

3.0 Policy

3.1 Engineering Policy

• Scotland’s National Transport Strategy NTS2 (2020)
• Protecting Scotland:  The Government’s Programme for Scotland 2020-21
• Cycling Action Plan for Scotland 2017-2020
• Let’s get Scotland Walking – The National Walking Strategy (2014)
• Transport Scotland Corporate Plan 2020-2021

The National Transport Strategy sets out an ambitious vision for Scotland’s transport system for the next 20 years.  The 
vision is underpinned by four priorities: Reduces Inequalities, Takes Climate Action, Helps Deliver Inclusive Economic 
Growth and Improves our Health and Wellbeing.  Promotion and investment of active travel schemes is seen as a 
major aspect of these priorities.
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Regional Transport Strategy 2008 – 2021 - West of Scotland

At a regional level SPT has produced a Regional Transport Strategy document. Within the document there is mention 
to the national outcomes. The main point is as follows: “We live longer, healthier lives – Doing more walking and cy-
cling can improve a person’s physical and mental health. Transport Emissions can adversely aff ect people’s health. The 
main aim is to permanently increase the number of walkers and cyclists and increase the frequency of trips made on 
foot and by cycle. Some of SPT’s core activities are as follows:

Developing walking and cycling initiatives – working with member councils and partners to increase the use of 
walking and cycling modes
Promoting “Smarter Choices” – encouraging more sustainable travel
Making journeys safer – planning and providing safety and security initiatives on the transport network

   

The Government’s Programme for Scotland sets out the actions that will be taken by the Scottish Government in the 
coming year and beyond.  One of these actions is to continue to build on the work with local government in taking 
forward the 20-minute neighbourhood initiative which means:

“   you can do your shopping, join in with leisure activities, take your children to school, fi nd local services 
like your GP practice and ideally get to work - all within easy access of where you live. It also means having 
greenspace on your doorstep and a local environment that encourages active travel to promote health and well 
being”.

One of the main strategic aims of The National Walking Strategy is to provide better walking environments throughout 
Scotland by “developing and managing attractive, well designed places and signed routes close to where people live 
and work, we will encourage people to use them on a regular basis for health, recreation, sport and active travel”.

Transport Scotland’s Corporate Plan 2020-21 sets out how the Scottish Government will support delivery of the national 
transport priorities.  One of the main objectives within the plan is to invest in transformational active travel projects, 
such as infrastructure improvements, access to bikes and behaviour change schemes.

3.3 Regional Policy

3.4 Local Policy

East Ayrshire’s Local Transport Strategy 2009/14 
East Ayrshire Leisure’s Core Path Plan 2008 

East Ayrshire’s ambition for the transport network in Kilmarnock, as set out in their Local Transport Strategy 2009/14 is, 
quote;

“…to promote sustainable transport, accessibility and opportunities to maximise the economic potential of East 
Ayrshire and to improve the quality of life and safety of all its residents”.

The quote below regarding the EAC’s Core Path Plan 2008 policy shows the importance of walking and cycling and 
their commitment to the development of active travel.

“…The Council will, through its Core Path Plan, and in association with relevant bodies, landowners and tenants, 
seek to develop a comprehensive local footpath and cycle route network for access and recreational use for lo-
cal residents. Priority will be given to the development and promotion of new circular routes and footpath links 
between settlements, especially where these utilise existing disused railway lines, forestry access roads, minor 
country roads etc”.

East Ayrshire’s adopted Local Development Plan 2 2020 (LDP) sets out the long-term vision for where development 
should and shouldn’t happen, refl ecting the unique characteristics of the area and the communities within.  The LDP 
also helps deliver the relevant national and local policies described above and has specifi c aims for Kilmarnock which is 
shown below:

“…An extensive ‘fi gure of 8’ cycle and footpath route should be developed around the town, providing 
opportunities for residents of all ages as well as visitors to exercise and travel around the town and gain 
access to the town centre safely by cycle or foot. The ‘fi gure of 8’ should be developed to integrate functional 
and recreational routes. LDP2 should require, where possible, that new development is suitably located and 
designed to aid accessibility to public transport”.. 

3.5 Local Development Plans
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When considering conceptual design of an active travel network, it is useful to take guidance from Sustrans’ core 
design principals. These principals were fi rst developed in the CROW design manual for bicycle traffi  c in The 
Netherlands, widely recognised as the benchmark for bicycle infrastructure design. The design principals have the aim 
of producing cycle routes that enable people to cycle safely and conveniently. Encouraging less confi dent/new cyclists 
will usually require a signifi cantly higher level for provision to cater for their safety and existing, confi dent cyclists. 
These principals are key to the growth of cycling and were at the heart of our design proposals we submitted to EAL 
and are as follows:

• Coherence
• Link all potential origins and destinations
• Continuous, recognisable, and consistent standard throughout

• Directness
• Be based on desire lines, include minimal detours, and off er positive advantage and priority over motor traffi  c

• Safety
• Be safe and perceived as safe, provide personal security, and limit confl ict between cyclists, pedestrians, and 

other vehicles
• Comfort

• Be smooth, well-maintained, drained, and free of debris
• Provide enough width for level of use, easy gradients and avoid complicated manoeuvres.
• Enable cyclists to maintain momentum

• Attractiveness
• Be attractive and interesting
• Integrate with and compliment their surroundings and contribute to good urban design

3.6 Core Design Principals
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One of the key goals of the Infi nity Loop is to increase the use of walking and cycling modes within the town. By 
providing safe and direct active travel paths throughout Kilmarnock, this will encourage the public to see cycling and 
walking as a more attractive option.

The current general mode share for travel to work/study in Kilmarnock can be found in ‘Scotland’s Census 2011 - Na-
tional Records of Scotland’. This is shown in Table 4.1

Table 4 1 - Mode Share, Kilmarnock - Travel to work/study Scotland Census 2011

To create a modal shift to sustainable travel it is vital to understand the communities existing behaviours to provide the 
optimal design solutions. The Infi nity Loop is proposed to add approximately 26.5km of active travel route throughout 
Kilmarnock. It will provide safe and direct cycling and walking access to schools, businesses and other key locations 
within Kilmarnock. It will also provide a link to the existing NCN73 to the west of Kilmarnock. NCN73 connects the 
Infi nity Loop to small settlements to the west of Kilmarnock such as Knockentiber and Springside and further west to 
Irvine and NCN7 which spans north to Glasgow and South to Ayr.

Figure 4 1 - Localised walking mode share

Figure 4.1 shows that those who walk for their commute mostly live in the town centre, whilst a very low percentage of 
residents who live in the north of Kilmarnock use walking as their main mode of transport. 

4.0  Infrastructure for the Community

4.1 Modal Split

Table 4.1 shows that car is the most used mode of transport for commute to work and study in Kilmarnock. The mode 
share for cycling is very low in Kilmarnock at 0.5%. The mode share for walking in Kilmarnock is higher than the 
Scottish national average (10%). 

In order to understand how the Infi nity Loop can increase the use of both walking and cycling modes, mode share 
data can be further broken down to a localised level using Data Shine. Figure 4.1 & 4.2 show the localised mode share 
for walking and cycling respectively. 

Mode of Transport

Work or study mainly at or from home 9.3%

Underground, metro, light rail or tram 0.0%

Train 1.5%

Bus, minibus or coach 13.4%

Taxi or minicab 0.6%

Driving a car or van 46.4%

Passenger in a car or van 11.1%

Motorcycle, scooter or moped 0.1%

Bicycle 0.5%
On foot 16.6%
Other 0.5%
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Figure 4 2 - Localised cycling mode share

Figure 4.2 shows the cycling as a main mode of transsport is sporadic. There is very little use of cycling in the residential 
areas to the east and west if Kilmarnock and almost no use of cycling in the residential areas to the north and south of the 
town. 

The Infi nity Loop proposals include active travel paths through these residential areas with lower cycling and walking 
usage which will help encourage more people to use these modes for their journeys. According to research carried out by 
Cycling Scotland in 2020, 63% of people agreed that their local roads were too busy to be safe for cycling and this was a 
main factor in discouraging cycling. Similarly, the National Travel Attitudes Study 2019 found that 66% of adults in England 
were discouraged from cycling for the same reason. The proposals of the project are to introduce approximately 22km 
of segregated and shared use active travel path, removing the need for cyclists to be on carriageway and therefore be a 
more safe and attractive option for travel in Kilmarnock. As approximately 5km of the Infi nity Loop is proposed to be on 
carriageway, the use of signage, road markings, raised tables and speed humps will be used to make these Quiet street 
routes and maximise safety for cyclists using the carriageway. 

Research completed in 2015 shows that most journeys in Scotland tended to be over short distances, with 23% of all 
journeys being under 1 km long and a further 25% between 1 and 3 km. The average cycling journey was 4.7 km in length 
and the average walking journey was 1 km in length. The Infi nity Loop will help promote active travel and support in 
encouraging people to complete these short journeys using active travel modes.

Due to the scale of the Infi nity Loop, it will be accessed within a very short distance from most areas in Kilmarnock. 
Using GiS software it is possible to produce catchments of journey distances from the Infi nity Loop. Figure 4.3 shows 
the 500m catchments from the route which equates to approximately a 6-minute walk or a 2-minute cycle.

4.2 Accessibility

Figure 4 3 - 500m Catchment from Infi nity Loop

The catchment shows that the Infi nity Loop can be accessed within 500m of almost all residential areas within 
Kilmarnock. Residents are more likely to use the Infi nity Loop as a main travel route as it’s a short walk / cycle from 
their homes.
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There are several key housing and industrial/ business development sites around Kilmarnock shown in the East Ayrshire 
Local Development Plan. By integrating this into the design process, it was possible to futureproof the active travel 
network by providing links to these proposed development areas on the Infi nity Loop. By providing these direct 
connections future residents / employees of these developments are more likely to choose cycling and walking as their 
main modes of transport to and from their workplace. Figure 4.4  shows the Local Development Plan in Kilmarnock.

It can be seen by the fi gure right that the proposed route ties in with the boundaries of housing developments to 
the south of Kilmarnock, giving an opportunity for future landowners to integrate the Infi nity Loop into their design. 
Similarly, there are housing developments shown to the north and west of Kilmarnock which have opportunities to 
promote the infi nity loop within their development areas. 

Many of the industrial developments shown in the Local Development Plan are in close proximity of the Infi nity Loop. 
This gives future employers the opportunity to promote active travel as a safe journey to work option.

4.3 Future Development

Figure 4.4 – East Ayrshire LDP
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Improving active travel access to local businesses and tourist attractions around Kilmarnock can have signifi cantly 
positive local economic benefi ts. There are several retail and local business areas that have potential to benefi t greatly 
from the Infi nity Loop as they are on or are within close proximity from the proposed route. Most of Kilmarnock’s 
tourist attractions are also located on or close to the proposed route.

This introduces opportunities to incorporate the history and heritage of the area into an active travel route in line with 
key objective set within the Sustrans Policy. 

The scale of the project means the Infi nity Loop itself will attract tourists. The route passes several tourist and 
sightseeing areas giving safe walking and cycling to visitors. There are opportunities to hold historical walking and 
cycling tours along the Infi nity Loop for locals and tourists. There are also opportunities to engage schools and 
community clubs in integrating history and heritage into these parts of the route.

The key retail/ local business areas and tourist locations are shown in Figure 4.6. 

4.4 Key Trip Generators/Attractors

Figure 4 5 – Key Trip Origins/Destinations

These key trip attractors can be categorised by attraction type. Table 4.2 shows these categories and the number of 
key attractions within each category.

Trip Attractor Type Number of Type
Leisure 6
Retail 2
Sport 3
Business/ Employment 2
School/ Education 11
Travel 1
History & Heritage 2

Table 4 2 – Trip Attractor Types
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Tree planting along the route is proposed in two forms on the landscape plans; specimen trees & avenue trees. 
Specimen tree planting shall be taken to mean the planting of both individual and small groups of trees at appropriate 
locations along the length of the landscape route type indicated. All associated ancillaries for the planting of the trees, 
whether in hard or soft landscape surfaces shall be incorporated.

Species of trees will also be many and varied along the length of the route, and will be dictated by many diff erent 
factors. For the most part, native species will be used with non-native species only used where factors infl uence the 
design considerations. Location, context and surrounding species will have a bearing on the size and species selected 
but shall be between Standard and Semi-Mature sizing.

Figure 4 6 - Retail/ Local Business and Tourism Locations throughout Kilmarnock
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5.0 Active Travel Design
5.1 Site Visit and Topographical Survey

During January to March 2021 site walkover surveys were undertaken by Sweco over sections of the preferred route 
highlighted by East Ayrshire Leisure which were not included as part of the previous feasibility study. The Green Infi nity 
Loop (GIL) is split into 5 sections and is identifi ed in Table 5.1 below.

Table 5 1 – Route Lengths

Route No. Total length of Route
1 (Pink) 3.8 km
2 (Blue) 6.5 km
3 (Green) 6.4 km
4 (Cyan) 4.3 km
5 (Orange) 5.5 km
Total length 26.5 km

Topographical surveys for the eniterirty of the project area were commissioned by Sweco using the services of  sub-
consultant Malcolm Hughes land surveyors.

This information enabled the design team to identify the existing route conditions and constraints. Images of the site 
survey are available on ArcGIS which includes the position and direction of photo image with additional notes. 

The full concept design is separated into fi ve route sections which are identifi ed on drawing number 65202121-SWE-
KGIL-S02-0100 sheets 1 to 68 in Appendix 1, with each route defi ned with a colour on the drawing.

5.2 Cross Section Design

The Green Infi nity Loop has been split into 5 Route Sections which are are as follows:

• Route 1 - Howard Park (South) - Assloss Road (Via Town Centre)
• Route 2 - Assloss Road - Bellfi eld Estate (Via the Ayrshire Athletics Arena)     
• Route 3 - Bellfi eld Estate - Howard Park (South) (Via Caprington Golf Clubs)
• Route 4 - Holmes Road (South) - B7064 Western Road (South) (Via Annanhill Golf Club)
• Route 5 - B7064 Western Road (South) - Assloss Road

The Green Infi nity Loop proposals include 4m Shared Use paths (for both cyclists and pedestrians) and 5.5m 
Segregated path (3m bi-directional cycleway and 2.5m walkway). In areas with geometric constraints, on street routes 
(‘Quiet Streets’) are proposed. Traffi  c calming measures such as speeds humps, raised tables and road markings are 
included in the design throughout the Quiet Streets to increase cyclist safety.

As described above the GIL travels through various areas in Kilmarnock and aims to create enhanced the sustainable 
transport opportuntinies but to also integrate with the wider transport network. To allow for provision to created in all 
area’s of the GIL, the design team after consultation with EAL and Sustrans developed 5 levels of provision as outlined 
below;

Figure 5.2 – Type 1 3D Cross Section

Figure 5 1 – Type 1 Cross Section

5.2.1 Type 1 - Quiet Streets

Sections of the routes have been identifi ed as not being suitable for any off  road cycle facilities due to existing 
constraints. These areas are shown within the route reports and drawings as ‘Type 1’ treatments. In these situations, 
it is recommended that the existing roads be designated ‘Quiet Streets’ in accordance with ’Sustrans Design Manual 
Chapter 4: Streets and roads’, whereby cyclists are guided onto existing roads, in conjunction with mitigation measures 
such as traffi  c calming - raised tables, junction throughways, road markings and 20mph speed limits, which are shown 
on drawings in Appendix 2.
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5.2.2 Type 2 – 4m shared use path without buff er

Where possible, sections of the routes have been taken away from car traffi  c in the form of a 4m path where cyclists 
and pedestrians share the space without any segregation (Figure 5.3 and 5.4). These areas are identifi ed within the 
route reports and drawings as ’Type 2’ treatments. The off -road nature of these sections increases the safety, comfort 
and attractiveness of the route network. The 4m width of the path will provide accommodation for all users, and will 
futureproof the route for future growth in usage levels. These off -road sections where the path has no segregation 
between users are shown on drawings in Appendix 2.

Figure 5.3 – Type 2 Cross Section

Figure 5.4 – Type 2 3D Cross Section

5.2.3 Type 3 – Shared use 4m path with Buff er

Sections of the route which are adjacent to carriageway and are constrained in relation to width will have 4m of shared 
used path with a 0.5m buff er between the path and the carriageway (Figure 5.5 & 5.6). This buff er will a coloured high 
friction surfacing strip which will act as the horizontal separation in adhernce to Transport Scotland’s Cycle by Design 
requirements for separation between shared use path and carriageway where speeds reach up to 40mph. These areas 
are identifi ed within the route reports and drawings as ’Type 3’ treatments and are shown on drawings in Appendix 2.

Figure 5.5 – Type 3 Cross Section

Figure 5.6 – Type 3 3D Cross Section
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5.2.4 Type 4 – 3m Bi-Directional Cycleway with no Buff er & 2.5m Footpath

Another type of off -road route will include segregation and a level diff erence between a 2.5m footpath and a 3m bi-
directional cycleway (Figure 5.7 & 5.8). The cycleway lanes will be segregated with white line markings. The physical 
segregation between pedestrians and cyclists will reduce likelihood of collision between users and increase safety. 
These segregated off -road sections are identifi ed within the route reports and drawings as ’Type 4’ treatments and 
shown on drawings in Appendix 2.

Figure 5.7 – Type 4 Cross Section

Figure 5.8 – Type 4 3D Cross Section Figure 5.10 – Type 5 3D Cross Section

5.2.5 Type 5 – 3m Bi-Directional Cycleway with Buff er & 2.5m Footpath

Where the route runs adjacent to a carriageway and there isn’t a constraint restricting available width, sections will 
include a 2.5m footway and 3m bi-directional cycleway which will be separated by a kerb and a level diff erence. The 
cycleway will also be separated from the carriageway by a kerb upstand as shown in Figure 5.9 & 5.10. These 6m wide 
adjacent to carriageway sections are identifi ed within the route reports and drawings as ’Type 5’ treatments and are 
shown on drawings in Appendix 2.

Figure 5.9 – Type 5 Cross Section
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5.3 Cross Section Summary

These cross sections provide the width provision and materials expected to be used during construction. It should 
be noted that the ”Green” landscaping edge treatments have been shown indiciatively here and further detail can be 
found in the Landscaping report. The total length for the 5 path types are shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 – Provision Lengths

Reference No. Path Type Total Path Type length

1 Type 1 - Utilise existing road or footpath 4.9 km

2 Type 2 - Shared use 4m path 11.5 km

3 Type 3 - Shared use 4m path with Buff er 1.5 km

4 Type 4 - 3m Bi-Directional Cycleway with 
no Buff er & 2.5m Footpath 3.5 km

5 Type 5 – 3m Bi-Directional Cycleway with 
Buff er & 2.5m Footpath 5.1 km

Total legth of route 26.5 km

The general arrangement drawings 1 to 68 in Appendix 2.  include the proposed route, design constraints, civil 
works, drainage, lighting, structures and ecology work requirements. The detailed drawings highlight individual roads 
associated with the route in detail for all elements of proposed works. Summaries of the routes are shown in this report 
Sections 5.4 to 5.8.

5.4 Route 1 of 5 
Route 1 (Figure 5.11) forms key active travel connections throughout the spine of Kilmarnock. A large proportion of the route 
follows Kilmarnock water providing a scenic and more direct route to the following key destinations:

• Howard Park
• King Street, Kilmarnock Town Centre (Shops, Bars and Restaurants)
• Kilmarnock Railway Station
• Kay Park
• Dean Castle Country Park

5.4.1 Route Provision, Challenges and Actions

The proposed route will have a mix of fully segregated paths and shared use paths throughout and will take advantage of the 
existing controlled crossing areas in Kilmarnock Town Centre. 

Assloss Road is now proposed to be a main connection of three routes within the scheme. As it is currently operating at the 
national speed limit, proposals look to reduce this to a 20mph speed limit to increase safety and comfort for cyclists and other 
road users.

King Street is one of Kilmarnock’s major thoroughfares and is currently a pedestrian zone. This allows pedestrians to access 
shops safely.

Figure 5.11 – Route 1 of 5 Layout
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5.4.2 Key Statistics Of the Route

Table 5.3 – Key Statistics Route 1 of 5

Route 1 Drawing numbers 56 to 64 in Appendix 2.
Total length of route 3.8 km, see table 1.
Number of Structures 7 Structures

5.4.3 Civil Works Summary – Main items / Constraints

On street parking will be removed on A735 High street (drawing No. 65202121-SWE-KGIL-S02-0160 
to provide 6m segregated path) and Ferryhill Road (drawing No. 65202121-SWE-KGIL-S02-0165 to 
provide 4.5m shared path).

5.4.4 Structural Inspection Summary – Main items / Constraint

Structure 1 – Asloss Bridge 
The absolute minimum width for a shared pedestrian / cycle path is 2.5m in accordance with Sustrans 
Cycle by Design Guidelines, whereas the existing carriageway width is 5.4m which not suffi  cient to 
allow for a traffi  c lane and the proposed pedestrian / cycle path. It is noted that cyclists and traffi  c are 
already using this structure.

At the south east there is a sharp turn on the approach to the structure.

It is proposed to construct a build out or layby on the west approach road, with cyclist provision 
signage and road markings, to give right of way for cyclists approaching the structure. A visibility aid 
may be required on the south east approach to allow for vehicles to be aware of cyclists. 

Structure 17 – St Marnock Street Bridge 
The existing masonry parapets of 1.1m are not the minimum recommended height of 1.4m in 
accordance with Cycle by Design Guidelines. Parapets of height greater than 1.0m should still be 
permitted in accordance with Sustrans Cycle by Design Guidelines. The reduced height may be 
treated as an eff ective width restriction of up to 0.5m along the cycle route.

It is proposed to widen the existing west verge of 2.7m to 4.5m by reducing the existing A735 Queens 
Drive carriageway of 10.1m to 8.6m, the conceptual design proposal is subject to a traffi  c assessment 
review at detailed design stage. A structural review is to be carried out to determine the requirement, 
or not, for a full bridge assessment due to the change in bridge deck loading regime. 

Structure 18 – Sandbed Street Bridge over Kilmarnock Water
An alternative route has been proposed to the east of the structure through the town centre where 
there are no existing structures however, this proposed route will require further consideration at 
detailed design stage.

Structure 19 – Kilmarnock Viaduct (Arch No. 20) (NR ID: GSW 161/104)
An alternative route has been proposed to the west of the structure using another arch of the 
Kilmarnock Viaduct however, this proposed route will require further consideration at  detailed design 
stage.

Structure 20 – B7082 Townhead Bridge 
The existing parapets of 1.2m are not the minimum recommended height of 1.4m in accordance with Cycle by Design 
Guidelines. 

It is proposed to widen the existing eastern verge of 3.7m to 4.5m by reducing the existing carriageway width to 7.6m, the 
conceptual design proposal is subject to a traffi  c assessment review at detailed design stage. A structural review is to be 
carried out to determine the requirement, or not, for a full bridge assessment due to the change in bridge deck loading 
regime. It is also proposed to replace the existing east verge parapet of 1.2m and replace with a new 1.4m high parapet on the 
east verge only due to the severe corrosion and section loss in the existing. 

Structure 21 – New Dean Bridge
There are no existing constraints at the structure that would prevent the implementation of the proposed cycle path.

It is proposed to increase the southern verge of 2.8m to 4.0m by reducing the exiting carriageway width to 6.0m. The 
conceptual design proposal is subject to a traffi  c assessment review at detailed design stage. A structural review is to be 
carried out to determine the requirement, or not, for a full bridge assessment due to the change in bridge deck loading 
regime.

Structure 22 – Dean Bridge
The existing parapets of 1.1m are not the minimum recommended height of 1.4m in accordance with Cycle by Design 
Guidelines. The absolute minimum width for a shared pedestrian / cycle path is 2.5m in accordance with Sustrans Cycle by 
Design Guidelines, whereas the existing carriageway width is 3.0m which not suffi  cient to allow for a traffi  c lane and the 
proposed shared pedestrian / cycle path. It is expected that cyclists and traffi  c are already using this structure.

It is proposed to use the existing carriageway of 3.8m to provide an on on-road option with cycle provision signing to allow for 
right of way for the cyclist. Furthermore, a parapet extension is required to raise the height of the existing parapet from 0.9m to 
1.4m. Options to widen the structure are not considered to be cost eff ective for an active travel scheme.

5.4.5 Ecological Survey Summary – Main items / Constraint

The proposed route contains ecologically valuable habitats of semi natural broadleaved woodland, several watercourses 
(Fenwick Water, Craufurdland Water, Beans Burn and Kilmarnock Water) and associated riparian corridors. 
Woodland listed within the Ancient Woodland Inventory (AWI) is located at Dean Castle Country Park and alongside 
Kilmarnock Water which should be retained. Earthworks or tree removal within AWI-designated woodland may require an 
additional National Vegetation Classifi cation survey. 
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Figure 5.12 – Route 2 of 5 Layout

5.5.2   Key Statistics Of the Route

Table 5.4 – Key Statistics Route 2 of 5  

Route 2 Drawing numbers 1 to 15 & 55 in Appendix 2.
6.5 km, see table 1. 6.5 km, see table 1.
4 structures 4 structures

5.5.4 Civil Works Summary – Main items / Constraints

Assloss Road  is a single track road through forested areas (Drawing 55) and acts as a constraint to the design for the 
following reasons: poor visibility due to horizontal geometry, bridge constraints, land purchase requirement, hedging, 
trees, existing street furniture, widening constraints through residential areas, gradients.

All existing road widths will continue to comply with ‘Roads Development Guide’ East Ayrshire Council Chapter 5 item 
5.3. 

5.5.5 Structural Survey Summary – Main items / Constraints

Structure 2 – Brutland Bridge 
The absolute minimum width for a shared pedestrian / cycle path is 2.5m in accordance with Sustrans Cycle by Design 
Guidelines, whereas the existing width is 2.0m which not suffi  cient to allow for the proposed pedestrian / cycle path. It 
is expected that cyclists are already using this structure.

Options to widen the structure are not considered to be cost eff ective for an active travel scheme. Therefore, it is 
proposed to install cyclist provision signs with a pedestrian right of way on both approaches to the structure. 

Structure 3 – Rail Bridge No. GSW /108 (McPhail Drive) 

The absolute minimum width for a shared pedestrian / cycle path is 2.5m in accordance with Sustrans Cycle by Design 
Guidelines, whereas the existing total width of the underbridge is 5.0m which not suffi  cient for a traffi  c lane and the 
proposed pedestrian / cycle path. 

It is proposed to install vehicle bollards on both approaches to the structure on McPhail Drive. This will allow for the 
proposed cyclist path to be implemented. This shall require publication of a Traffi  c Regulation Order prohibiting 
vehicles, with appropriate signage indicating a no-through road, a turning area, and potential realignment of the 
junction between McPhail Drive and McKenzie Drive to change priority. The closure at Holecross Road may be 
implemented by kerbing, with opportunity for streetscape improvement works to the redundant carriageway. 

The existing carriageway surfacing is to also be replaced, with the extents confi rmed at detailed design stage. 

Structure 4 – Ayshire Athletics Area Footbridge 

The existing masonry parapets of 1.1m are not the minimum recommended height of 1.4m in accordance with Cycle by 
Design Guidelines. Parapets of height greater than 1.0m should still be permitted in accordance with Sustrans Cycle by 
Design Guidelines. The reduced height may be treated as an eff ective width restriction of up to 0.5m along the cycle 
route. The absolute minimum width for a shared pedestrian / cycle path is 2.5m in accordance with Sustrans Cycle by 
Design Guidelines, whereas the existing width is 2.0m which not suffi  cient to allow for the proposed shared pedestrian 
/ cycle path.

Options to widen the structure are not considered to be cost eff ective for an active travel scheme. Therefore, it is 
proposed to install cyclist provision signs with a pedestrian right of way on both approaches to the structure. The 
existing locked gate for access onto the bridge deck is also to be removed.

5.5 Route 2 of 5 
Route 2 (Figure 5.12) connects key locations along the eastern boundary of Kilmarnock. This route provides a safe and 
direct access between residential areas in the East of Kilmarnock and connections to the following key destinations:
• Dean Castle Country Park
• St Andrews Primary School
• St Joseph’s Academy
• Kilmarnock Academy
• Scott Ellis Recreation Ground
• Ayrshire Athletics Arena
• Bellfi eld Estate

5.5.1 Route Provision, Challenges and Actions

The proposed route will have a mix of fully segregated paths and shared use paths throughout with some proposed 
Quiet Street areas. 

Route 2 proposals include and upgrade of the existing path through Dean Castle Country Park, providing a more direct 
and attractive link between the north west and north east of the Kilmarnock.

The route proposals include the implementation of a route through Scott Ellis Playing Field and the Ayrshire Athletics 
Arena, giving great active travel connections to these sites.
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Structure 5 – Queens Drive Bridge (NR ID: RIC1/004)

The existing masonry parapets of 1.25m are not the minimum recommended height of 1.4m in accordance with Cycle 
by Design Guidelines. Parapets of height greater than 1.0m should still be permitted in accordance with Sustrans Cycle 
by Design Guidelines. The reduced height may be treated as an eff ective width restriction of up to 0.5m along the 
cycle route. The absolute minimum width for a shared pedestrian / cycle path is 2.5m in accordance with Sustrans 
Cycle by Design  Guidelines, whereas the existing clear width on the east verge is 1.8m which not suffi  cient to allow for 
the proposed shared pedestrian / cycle path.

It is proposed to widen the existing south verge of 2.6m to 4.5m by reducing the existing A735 Queens Drive 
carriageway of 10.1m to 8.2m, the conceptual design proposal is subject to a traffi  c assessment review at detailed 
design stage. Furthermore, it is proposed to replace the existing parape with a new 1.4m high pedestrian parapet on 
the south verge only. Network Rail approval process will be required for any engineering works that may aff ect the 
stability of the structure. 

Structure 6 – A71 Hurlford Road Bridge Over B7072

There are no existing constraints at the structure that would prevent the implementation of the proposed cycle path.
It is proposed to widen the existing west verge of 3.5m to 5.0m by reducing the existing A735 Queens Drive 
carriageway of 10.1m to 8.6m, the conceptual design proposal is subject to a traffi  c assessment review at detailed 
design stage.

5.5.6 Ecological Survey Summary – Main items / Constraints

The proposed route contains ecologically valuable habitats of semi natural broadleaved woodland, two watercourses 
(Craufurdland Water and River Irvine) and associated riparian corridors. 

Semi natural broadleaved woodland including areas listed within the Ancient Woodland Inventory (AWI) located at 
Dean Castle Country Park and Bellfi eld should be retained. Earthworks or tree removal within AWI woodland may 
require an additional National Vegetation Classifi cation (NVC) survey. 

Route 3 (Figure 5.13) passes through the south of Kilmarnock, connecting key locations as well as joining Route 2 with 
Route 4 and Route 5. A large proportion of this route is proposed as rural paths, making a more attractive and relaxed 
environment for path users while still providing connections to the following key destinations:

• Shortlees Primary & Early Childhood Centre
• Employment Opportunities in Caprington
• Caprington Golf Club
• Glencairn Industrial Estate / Glencairn Retail Park

5.6.1 Route Provision, Challenges and Actions

Both fully segregated paths and shared use paths are proposed throughout Route 3 as well as Quiet Streets in areas 
with geometric constraints. A schematic of the Route 3 is shown below.

The proposals in Route 3 capitalise on the very scenic forested route through Caprington Golf Course and over the 
River Irvine, which provides further connections to the town centre.

Figure 5-13 – Route 3 of 5 Layout

5.6 Route 3 of 5 
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Structure 12 – River Irvine Bridge

There are no existing constraints at the structure that would prevent the implementation of the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path of 4.0m width. The headroom clearance of 3.5m to the existing soffi  t of the structure will 
require consideration when undertaking the construction works. 
It is proposed to use the existing gravel verge and undertake resurfacing works to implement the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path of 4.0m width.

Structure 13 – Culvert Headwall at River Irvine Bridge

There are no existing constraints at the structure that would prevent the implementation of the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path of 4.0m width. The headroom clearance of 3.5m to the existing soffi  t of the River Irvine Bridge 
will require consideration when undertaking the construction works.
It is proposed to use the existing gravel verge and undertake resurfacing works to implement the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path of 4.0m width. A CCTV inspection of the reinforced concrete pipe that travels across the 
proposed shared pedestrian / cycle path will be required to determine its current condition.

Structure 14 – Access walkway Bridge and Utility Pipe

There are no existing constraints at the structure that would prevent the implementation of the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path of 4.0m. The headroom clearance of approximately 3.5m to the existing Walkway Bridge and 
Utility Pipe will require consideration when undertaking the construction works.
It is proposed to use the existing gravel verge and undertake resurfacing works to implement the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path of 4.0m width.

Structure 15 – Culvert Outlet into Kilmarnock Water

There are no existing constraints at the structure that would prevent the implementation of the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path of 4.0m width.
It is proposed to use the existing gravel verge and undertake resurfacing works to implement the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path of 4.0m width. A CCTV inspection of the steel pipe that travels across the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path will be required to determine its current condition.  

Structure 16 – Existing Pier

There are no existing constraints at the structure that would prevent the implementation of the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path of 4.0m. The structure is to be dismantled as part of the proposed scheme.
It is proposed to use the existing gravel verge and undertake resurfacing works to implement the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path of minimum width of 4.0m.

5.6.5 Ecological Survey Summary – Main items / Constraints

The proposed route contains ecologically valuable habitats of semi natural broadleaved woodland, the River Irvine and 
associated riparian corridor. 
Woodland listed within Ancient Woodland Inventory (AWI) is located withi Caprington Golf Club which should be 
retained. Earthworks or tree removal within AWI woodland may require an additional National Vegetation Classifi cation 
(NVC) survey. 

5.6.2 Key Statistics of the Route   Figure 5-13 – Route 3 of 5 Layout 

Table 5.5 – Key Statistics Route 3 of 5

Route 3 Drawing numbers 16 to 28 & 65 to 68 in 
Appendix 2.

Total length of route 6.4 km, see table 1.

Number of Number of Structures 9 structures

5.6.3 Civil Works Summary – Main items / Constraints

The route constraints include dense woodland, required water course crossing, level diff erences, culvert crossing, land 
pruchase requirement, hedging, trees, narrow roads andvehicle accesses.

5.6.4 Structural Survey Summary – Main items / Constraints

Structure 7 – Drainage Chamber at Loreny Drive
The proposed shared pedestrian / cycle path of 4.0m width travels to the south of the existing drainage chamber over 
an open burn watercourse.

It is proposed to construct a new box culvert crossing to the south of the existing drainage chamber to cross the 
existing tributary burn. At present a precast concrete box is assumed, however this can be reviewed at detailed design. 
A formal hydrological study will be required to confi rm size and gradient of the culvert, and a Controlled Activities 
Regulations (CAR) licence may be required from SEPA.

Structure 8 – Simon’s Burn Culvert
An alternative route has been proposed to the west of the structure however, this proposed route will require further 
consideration at detailed design stage. This shall require a new box culvert structure with a formal hydrological study 
to confi rm size and gradient of the culvert, and a Controlled Activities Regulations (CAR) licence may be required from 
SEPA.

Structure 9 – Bridge over River Irvine
The existing condition of the River Irvine Bridge. 
In the absence of as-built drawings and information for the bridge a full geometric and intrusive investigation is 
required followed by a load carrying assessment of the main girders along with a study into the replacement of 
the existing deck elements which are in need of repair. The study is to consider a like for like replacement of timber 
elements, installation of in-situ concrete slab and superstructure replacement, if required.

It is currently proposed to construct a pedestrian balustrade of 1.4m on the existing concrete deck, to provide an 
available width of 3.35m for the shared pedestrian / cycle path. The proposal is subject to the structural review study of 
the structure.

Structure 10 – A71 Hurlford Road Bridge over Holmes Road
The absolute minimum width for a shared pedestrian / cycle path is 2.5m in accordance with Sustrans Cycle by Design 
Guidelines, whereas the existing width of both verges are 2.0m which not suffi  cient to allow for the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path.

It is proposed to use the existing Holmes Road Carriageway of 5.9m to provide an on on-road option with cycle 
provision signing to allow for right of way for the cyclist. 
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5.7 Route 4 of 5 
Route 4 (Figure 5.14) goes along the west of Kilmarnock through residential areas in Grange and Annanhill connecting 
to B7064 Western Road and Route 5. The following destinations can be reached using Route 4:
• Gargieston Primary School & Nursery
• Annanhill Golf Course
• Annanhill Park
• Grange Academy

5.7.1 Route Provision, Challenges and Actions

The route is made up of both segregated paths and shared use paths throughout, with a Quiet Street section along 
the western boundary of Gargieston Primary School & Nursery. A schematic of the Route 4 is shown below.
Route 4 provides a direct connection to the National Cycle Route 73 (NCR 73). NCR 73 gives further links to 
surrounding towns such as Irvine and Stevenston.

Figure 5.14 - Route 4 of 5 Layout

5.7.2 Key Statistics of the Route

Table 5.6 – Key Statistics Route 4 of 5

Route 4 Drawing numbers 29 to 39 in Appendix 2.
Total length of route 4.3 km, see table 1.

Number of Number of Structures 3 structures

5.7.3 Civil Works Summary – Main items / Constraints

No specifi c constraints for this route. 

5.7.4 Structural Survey Summary – Main items / Constraints

Structure 11 – The Mount Bridge (NR ID: BAK/004)

The absolute minimum width for a shared pedestrian / cycle path is 2.5m in accordance with Sustrans Cycle for Design 
Guidelines, whereas the existing clear width between abutment walls is 3.8m which not suffi  cient to allow for a traffi  c 
lane and the proposed shared pedestrian / cycle path. It is noted that both cyclists and vehicle traffi  c are currently 
using the structure in its existing condition.

It is proposed to use the existing carriageway of 3.8m to provide an on on-road option with cycle provision signing to 
allow for right of way for the cyclist. Network Rail approval processes may be necessary for any engineering works that 
may aff ect the stability of the structure.

Structure 24 – Culvert crossing National Cycle Network 73

The culvert currently crosses the existing National Cycle Network 73. There are no existing constraints at the structure 
that would prevent the implementation of the proposed shared pedestrian / cycle path of 4.0m width.

It is proposed to construct a new earthworks ramp with retaining walls to the south of the existing culvert to account 
for the level diff erence between the south fi eld and the existing National Cycle Network 73. Furthermore, it is proposed 
to widen the existing National Cycle Network from 2.3m to 4.0m. A CCTV inspection of the masonry box culvert that 
travels across the existing NCN73 will be required to determine its current condition. A structural review is to be carried 
out to determine the requirement, or not, for a full bridge assessment due to the change in culvert loading regime.

Structure 25 – Western Road Bridge (NR ID: GBK/108)

The absolute minimum width for a shared pedestrian / cycle path is 2.5m in accordance with Sustrans Cycle by Design 
Guidelines, whereas the existing verge width is 2.45m which not suffi  cient for the proposed shared pedestrian / cycle 
path. 

It is proposed to widen the existing west verge of 2.45m to 4.5m by reducing the existing carriageway width to 12.15m, 
and works shall need to be carried out in accordance with Network Rail guidance. A structural review is to be carried 
out to determine the requirement, or not, for a full bridge assessment due to the change in bridge deck loading 
regime.

5.7.5 Ecological Survey Summary – Main items / Constraints

The proposed route contains ecologically valuable habitat of semi natural broadleaved woodland at Annahill Golf 
Course which is listed within the Ancient Woodland Inventory (AWI) which should be retained. Earthworks or tree 
removal within AWI woodland will require an additional National Vegetation Classifi cation survey and possible 
arboricultural survey if works encroach on root protection areas. 
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5.8 Route 5 of 5 
Route 5 (Figure 5.15) follows the northern boundary of Kilmarnock, joining Route 4 with Route 1 and Route 2. It pro-
vides a more direct route through the residential areas to the north west of Kilmarnock providing local residents with 
connections to the following key destination:
• Mount Carmel Catholic Primary School
• Onthank Primary School

5.8.1 Route Provision, Challenges and Actions

The majority of the proposed route is made up of fully segregated paths and shared use paths.
Proposals include the implementation of a fully segregated path along the entirety of John Walker Drive, providing a 
safe way for local residents to travel to and from their homes.

Figure 5 15 - Route 5 of 5 Layout

5.8.2 Key Statistics of the Route

Table 5.7 - Key Statistics Route 5 of 5

Route 5 Drawing numbers 40 to 54 in Appendix 2.
Total length of route 5.5 km, see table 1.

Number of Number of Structures 3 structures

5.8.3 Civil Works Summary – Main items / Constraints

There are localised narrow points on John Walker Drive and confi rmation of landownership should be sought to 
ensure the full development can be accomodated. 

5.8.4 Structural Survey Summary – Main items / Constraints

Structure 23 – Twin Culvert crossing B7038

The existing masonry blockwork parapet of 0.9m are not the minimum recommended height of 1.4m in accordance 
with Cycle by Design Guidelines. 

It is proposed to widen the existing west verge of 3.1m to 6.0m by reducing the existing carriageway width of 12.6m 
to 9.7m. Furthermore, the existing parapet is to be dismantled and replaced with a new 1.4m parapet with a lead-in 
ballustrade. A CCTV inspection of the reinforced concrete pipes that travel across the existing B7082 will be required to 
determine their current condition.

Structure 26 – Western Road Culvert

There are no existing constraints at the structure that would prevent the implementation of the proposed shared 
pedestrian / cycle path of 4.5m width.

It is proposed to widen the existing western verge of 2.8m to 4.5m by resurfacing the adjacent grass strip. A structural 
review is to be carried out to determine the requirement, or not, for a full bridge assessment due to the change in 
bridge deck loading regime.

Structure 27 – Culvert Chamber on Southcraig Drive

The absolute minimum width for a shared pedestrian / cycle path is 2.5m in accordance with Sustrans Cycle by 
Design  Guidelines, whereas the existing clear width of the existing verges is 2.0m which not suffi  cient to allow for the 
proposed shared pedestrian / cycle path.

It is proposed to use the existing south verge of 2.0m and widen to 2.6m (pinch point at residential boundary) by using 
the adjacent grass verge. A CCTV inspection of the reinforced concrete pipe that travels across the existing Southcraig 
Drive will be required to determine its current condition.

5.8.5 Ecological Survey Summary – Main items / Constraints

The habitat surrounding the proposed route is mostly urban with small fragments of semi natural broadleaved 
woodland. No further habitat or woodland assessments required.
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5.9 Surfacing Options
There are several material options for the surfacing of the path network which have been identifi ed below, it should 
be noted this is a high level review and more specifi c design materials can be utilisied if necessary. Table 5.8 details the 
various options available to provide environmentally friendly and innovative surfacing options for both the cycle paths 
/cycleways and the car parks, in comparison to traditional surfacing. 

Table 5.8 – Surfacing Options

Material Use Benefi ts Disbenefi ts
Standard 
Asphalt 
Surfacing

Cycle path/Cycleway 
surfacing, car park 
hardstanding

Installed using standard plant, can 
be hand laid.
Quick to install. 
Can be used in heavily traffi  cked 
areas.
Provides a smooth running surface.
Low maintenance.
Materials designed and specifi ed in 
accordance with Design Manual for 
Roads and Bridges, and Manual of 
Contract Documents for Highway 
Works.

Reliant on predominately non-
recycled materials. Where 25% 
or more of the material includes 
reclaimed asphalt there is an 
increased regime of testing required 
to ensure performance. 
Transportation to site is time 
sensitive and requires good quality 
control processes in place for laying, 
preferably in accordance with Sector 
Scheme 16 approved. 
Thickness of asphalt construction 
dependent on whether vehicles 
are expected to traffi  c or not – an 
increase in traffi  cking during its 
life, or underestimation at design 
can result in earlier structural 
maintenance being required.

Ultitrec recycled 
pathway 
material

Cycle path surfacing Surfacing that uses 100% recycled 
materials from highway arisings.
Installed using standard plant (mini 
paver), can be hand laid.
Cost eff ective in comparison with 
standard asphalt materials
Can be laid up to 100mm thick in 
one layer.

Unbound material could have long 
term maintenance issues, or more 
frequent maintenance requirements 
compared with standard asphalt. 
Unsuitable for cycleways adjacent to 
roads.
Paths require edging support 
(tantalised timber edging 
recommended by Supplier), which 
will result in additional construction 
and maintenance costs. 
Type 120 roller recommended for 
site compaction. 
Specifi c supplier product, which 
limits the competition from 
alternative suppliers on a cost basis. 

Use of recycled 
material in sub-
base

Cycle path/Cycleway 
foundation

It is possible to specify up to 50% 
recycled materials in the Type sub-
base used as the foundation for all 
new cycle paths/cycleways

Specifying a minimum amount 
of recycled materials in the sub 
base could increase the cost of the 
material if it is not readily available 
to the supplier.

Material Use Benefi ts Disbenefi ts
‘Grassgrid’ 
block paving

Carpark 
hardstanding

Can be used as part of a Sustainable 
Urban Drainage System.
Easy to install, limited specialist 
equipment required.
Soakaway can be achieved
Gives hardstanding areas a ‘green 
look’
 

Not suitable for heavily traffi  cked 
areas.
Delineation of parking bays can be 
harder to achieve.
Time consuming to construct in 
large areas.
No pollution control of surface 
water run off .
Can look visually unappealing if the 
grass is not regularly maintained or 
fails to thrive.

Permeable 
asphalt 
surfacing

Carpark 
hardstanding

Can be used as part of a Sustainable 
Urban Drainage System.
Reduced water run off  in times of 
heavy rain.
Can be constructed using recycled 
materials.
Reduced chance of ice forming on 
pavement.

More expensive than standard 
surfacing methods.
Cannot be used in heavily traffi  cked 
areas.
Still requires positive drainage 
connection.
Potential for future maintenance of 
the car park to be undertaken with 
non-porous materials and therefore 
aff ect the system.

Ultiglow asphalt 
surfacing

Cycle path/ cycle 
ways requiring 
lighting

Can enhance or replace external 
lighting in certain environments to 
improve safety and demarcation. 
Laid with conventional equipment, 
hand or laid. 

The material is a hot rolled asphalt 
where the chips provide the lighting 
aff ect.  

Limited evidence of use, small 
number of case studies available. 
Potential for future maintenance to 
not have the appropriate materials 
laid. 

The other element that will inform the choice of surface material is the Carbon Reduction Strategy, this can be found in 
Chapter 12.0
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Figure 5.16
Standard Asphalt Surfacing

Figure 5.19
Recycled material in sub-base

Figure 5.20
Ultiglow asphalt surfacing

Figure 5.17
Ultitrec Recycled Pathway Surfacing

Figure 5.18
‘Grassgrid’ block paving
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6.0 Street Lighting
6.1 Overview

Due to the complexity of the project and the additional design requirements, street lighting design has not been 
considered at this stage however there is an agreed acceptance from East Ayrshire Leisure, Ayrshire Roads Alliance and 
Sustrans that this would be developed at the next design stage.

It is assumed at this stage that all paths in accordance with Sustrans guidelines be illuminated. 
Where routes have the path adjacent to a road, it is considered that the preferred illumination is to be provided by 
column mounted illumination. 

In areas where there is no local road, it is considered that the direction of the route may be identifi ed using solar studs. 
This method is accepted  by Sustrans. 
Where an existing road is not currently lit, it is considered that the use of solar studs in an otherwise unlit area could be 
distracting to drivers, and therefore it is not recommended.

Figure 6.2 – Traditional Street Lighting

Figure 6.1 – Solar Studs
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7.0 Structural Condition Survey
7.1 Structural Condition Survey and Concept Design

The scope of the Condition Survey and conceptual design report is to inform the detailed design of the cycle path 
scheme. It is necessary to establish the condition of the existing structures, located on the proposed route. The key 
objectives of the condition surveys were to:

• Determine the extent, severity and nature of any visible defects.
• Report any observations of settlement or subsidence, which may typically indicate foundation failure or   
 overload.

These inspections will inform engineering judgement for the conceptual design. The key objectives of the conceptual 
design were:

• Determine what is required for the structure to be incorporated within the scheme, such as strengthening,   
 repair or a change to road layout 
• Provide plan and section drawings of the proposed works to the structures to be included within the proposed  
 scheme

Refer to Appendix 3 for the Condition Survey and Conceptual Design Report.
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8.0 Ecological Survey
8.1 Overview

The scope of the Ecological Survey report is to establish a baseline of ecological information and ascertain whether the 
proposed development activities have the potential to adversely aff ect any designated sites, protected and/or notable 
habitats and/or species. To achieve this, the following were carried out: 

• A desk study to obtain information on statutory and non-statutory sites of nature conservation interest, and   
 records of both protected and/or notable species within 2km of the Site; 
• A Phase 1 habitat survey involving a site visit to record habitat communities, together with key fl oral species   
 including any invasive non-native species. 
• An assessment of potential ecological constraints to the development and recommendations for further survey  
 and mitigation. 

The full survey report detailing the ecological constraints and recommendations can be found in Appendix 4. 
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9.0 Engagement
9.1 Overview

For the Green Infi nity Loop to be refl ective of the needs and wants of the community, it is vital to reach high levels of 
public engagement.  The aims of the public engagement campaigns are: 
• To engage residents in all areas of Kilmarnock and wider in East Ayrshire;
• To provide an informative online platform that is accessible; and
• To gain feedback and support from local residents and businesses.

Engaging residents and businesses throughout East Ayrshire is crucial as the GIL will not only act as active travel routes 
for local travel, it will also facilitate multi modal travel for those coming from further afi eld. The use of a multitude of 
communication platforms, made accessible to all, will ensure a high level of awareness and engagement in the project. 
A large data set will allow key themes to emerge and ensure the voices of minorities are heard. 

Kilmarnock is the largest town in Ayrshire with a population of nearly 50,000, accounting for 40% of the population 
of East Ayrshire. As the GIL runs through and around Kilmarnock, it is expected for this area to receive the largest 
engagement, however Kilmarnock is also accessed by surrounding towns and villages in Ayrshire for its services and 
amenities. 

The GILs main purpose is to facilitate sustainable methods of travel for commuting to schools and workplaces and 
accessing local amenities. It also considers the role of leisure and tourism in Kilmarnock and the ability that the GIL will 
have in creating a reputation for active travel and sustainability in the region. 

9.2 Public Consultation Storymap

To provide a robust engagement process opportunity for key stakeholders and the public, an online option was 
developed where Sweco designed a website known as a ”Storymap”. The Storymap was live to view between the 19th 
of April 2021 and the 9th of May 2021.
The targeted key stakeholders were consulted by the EAL project team. 
The Storymap off ered a full explanation of the scheme by means of the following;
• Introduction 
• Vision
• Design Approach 
• Concept Design Proposals
• Route Signage
• Carbon Reduction Strategy
• Ecology & Biodiversity
• Green Infrastructure
• Feedback
• Next steps including contact details to provide opinion

The Storymap which can still be found in Appendix 5 or by visiting;

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/2e315c7b9a574e2992edbb38ca119651

A project specifi c email adddress was established to gather additional thoughts from members of the public and key 
stakeholders; kgil@sweco.co.uk

Figure 9 1 – Sweco Storymap
The Storymap was also accessible via the East Ayrshire Leisure website;

Figure 9 2 – East Ayrshire Leisure Promotion of Storymap
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9.2 Accessibility
To ensure that the fi nal project is accessible to all, the communications should also be accessible so that all voices are 
heard. Through work with groups such as the Royal Institute for the Blind (RNIB), All Abilities and Enable East Ayrshire, 
communications can be adjusted to ensure their accessibility.

Certain aspects of online consultation feedback may be inaccessible to those that are visually impaired e.g. mapping 
tools. In this instance an unlimited comment box or email address was clearly provided so that participants can include 
their feedback. 

The use of high contrast colours in imagery and text (contrastchecker.com), clearly worded links, providing alt text or 
closed captions where appropriate and ensuring clear, jargon free text made communications clear to those with visual 
or hearing impairments, or learning diffi  culties. 

9.3 Communication Strategy
A communication strategy was developed and can be found within Appendix 5 which outlines the main methods of 
promoting the public engagement Storymap and the opportunities for all to comment.

9.3.1 Social Media

Established Facebook/Instagram pages with engaged followers were considered vital to advertise the consultation 
page. Kilmarnock Active Travel Hub was also considered a key stakeholder with great local connections.  

It was also recommended to EAL that it is important to reach groups not directly affi  liated with travel such as volunteer 
groups.
The groups suggested to be targeted were:

Table 9.1 – Social Media Channels

CONSULTEE SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNEL
Active Travel
Kilmarnock Active Travel Hub Facebook   Twitter
Marchburn Ward-Cycling without age Twitter
East Ayrshire Vibrant Communities Facebook
Kilmarnock Health Walks Email
Active Travel Hub Ayr Facebook
Ayrshire Roads Alliance Twitter

Sporting
Kilmarnock Ramblers Facebook
Walkers Cycling Club Facebook
Ayrshire Athletics Arena Facebook
Roon the Toon Facebook
Young People Sport and Diversion Instagram
Ayrshire Walks Facebook
Cycle Ayrshire Facebook
Sprockets Cycles Bike Shop Facebook
Killie Can Cycle Bike Shop Facebook
Kilmarnock Community Sports Trust Twitter

CONSULTEE SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNEL
Other
What’s on Ayrshire Facebook
Things to Do in Ayrshire With Kids on A Budget Facebook
East Ayrshire Council Facebook
Enable Ayr & District Facebook
Ayrshire Daily Discussions/Events Facebook
Eco Ayrshire Facebook
Kilmarnock Standard Instagram

Within the social media posts, it was recommended to include an eye-catching image and text inviting participation.  
The image included alt text, to ensure it is accessible to our blind and partially sighted users, as recommended by 
RNIB. 

Several images and accompanying text was provided, and a request to post each week for the period of the 19th of 
April until the 9th of May. 

Figure 9.3 highlights the peak engagement time for Facebook occurs on Wednesdays from 11am-2pm, Instagram and 
twitter had peak engagement on Wednesdays and Fridays from 9am-11am. This data has been used to inform the 
suggested times and dates to post social media content.  The schedule is shown below in Table 9.2.

Figure 9.3 - Peak engagement times on Facebook (accurate on 16/04/21)

Table 9.2 - Advised times for social media posts

POST DATE & TIME
1 Wednesday 21st;    1pm
2 Friday 30th;            10am
3 Wednesday 5th:     12pm
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9.3 Advertising
To the right are a selection of the adverts used to better promote the engagement opportunities.

9.4 Feedback 
A survey for users to complete was included within the Storymap and can be found within 
Appendix 5. 

The Storymap received 2104 website views which is considered to be very high in comparison to 
traditional consultation events. The survey itself had 86 responses, these responses provide valua-
ble insight into the support or opposition to the GIL project.

9.4.1 Demographic

It was considered vital to understand the demographic of respondents to ensure a wide audience 
formed response group. As shown 96% of responded lived close to the proposed GIL with further 
postcode information provided to give a better understanding of the locations of respondents. 

Figure 9.4 – Proximity
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Figure 9.5 – Postcode Data

It was also important to understand the type of journeys respondents make to establish the potential usage purpose of 
the GIL. The following provides an insight into the potential commuter responses included within the survey.

Figure 9.6 – Work / Study

It is vital to establish the typical current primary mode of transport and thus establish a baseline for the potential for 
positive change the project can bring. With over 50% of respondents being car users it reinforces the opportunities for 
modal change the project could achieve.

Figure 9.7 – Primary Transport Mode

9.4.2 Barriers & Safety

The reasons for users feeling active travel is currently not the prefered option is important to understand at a local 
level to allow the project to overcome these and present opportunities as opposed to barriers. 

Figure 9.8 – Barriers

Distance, no safe routes and lack of confi dence were the highest responses outwith ”Other”. This provides strong evi-
dence to reinforce the opportunities the GIL project has to create a modal shift to more sustainable transport options.
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Safety is often perceived as a barrier to active travel and the following graph reinforces this concern within Kilmarnock. 

Figure 9.9 – Safety 

9.4.3 Community Support

Having the support of the local community and members of the public is vital to the successful delivery of this project. 
The following graphs clearly show the strong community support for this project.

Figure 9.10 – Route 1 Support

Figure 9.11 – Route 2 Support

Figure 9.12 – Route 3 Support
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Figure 9.13 – Route 4 Support

Figure 9.14 – Route 5 Support

9.4.4 Email

There were several emails outlining specifi c concerns or oportunities for various localised points across the GIL, these 
have been included within Appendix 5.

As can be seen from the consultation reponse there is strong community support for the project and continued 
consultation will be key to the successes of the project going forward.
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10.0 Monitoring & Evaluation
10.1 Plan Overview

In order to ensure the successful installation, up-take and longevity of the project it will be key to monitor and 
evaluate, ensuring that key objectives are met. The following plan outlines how and when data will be collected, the 
analysis the data will undergo and how fi ndings will be shared. An overview can be seen in Figure 10.1.

Eff ective monitoring and Evaluation will allow the team to:

• Assess ability to reach objectives
• Improve on plans
• Empower the community through their involvement
• Ensure accountability within the team and stakeholders
• Infl uence future active travel plans
• Share learning and key data
• Contribute to East Ayrshire existing database and community awareness

To ensure value of results, a vigorous methodology and quality data sources will be obtained. Figure 10.2 highlights the 
key inputs for a reliable and responsive Monitoring and evaluation plan. 

Figure 10.1 – Monitoring & Evaluation Plan OverviewFigure 10.2 – Key Monitoring & Evaluation Plan Inputs
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10.2 Data Collection Plan
In order to ensure that data is representative of the entire project and its stakeholders it will be collected via several 
sources and over varying timelines, as outlined in Table 10.1.

Table 10 1 - Data Source Overview

DATA SOURCE COLLECTION STAGE QUALITY
Automatic Traffi  c Counters E.A.C • Prior

• During
• Post

High

Automatic Cycle Counters E.A.C • Prior
• During
• Post

High

Road Accidents Crashmap & BTP • Prior
• Post

Medium

Census Scottish Census
(2011 & 2022)

• Prior
• Post

High

Scottish Index of Multiple 
Deprivation

Scottish Government • Prior
• During
• Post

High

Weather Monitors SEPA • Prior
• During
• Post

High

NHS Ayrshire & Arran 
Health Index

NHS • Prior
• Post

High

Air Quality Monitors E.A.C Environmental Helath • Prior
• During
• Post

High

Local Economic State E.A.C • Prior
• Post

Medium

Hands Up Survey Sustrans • Prior
• Post

Medium

Route Audit Sweco • Prior Medium
Public Survey Sweco • Prior

• Post
Medium

Stakeholder Survey Sweco • Prior
• Post

Medium

Online Mapping Tool Sweco • During Medium
Stakeholder Workshops Sweco • During Medium
Cycling Rates Cycle Scotland • Prior

• Post
High

Local charities and organisations representing traditionally under-represented groups will be invited to participate in 
qualitative data collection via surveys to ensure, where possible, that the Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop is accessible 
for all. Suggested organisations are shown in Table 10.2.

GROUP CONTACT
Enable Ayr enq@enableayr.org.uk
Alzheimer Scotland-East Ayrshire Helen Hollywood

hhollywood@alzscot.org
Cycling Without Age-Cumnock info@cyclingwithoutage.scot
All Ability: Cycles steven.mair@east-ayrshire.gov.uk
Accessable hello@accessable.co.uk

Table 10.2 - Accessibility Groups within East Ayrshire

Indicator Source Baseline Gathering 
Method

Date Col-
lected

Frequency Analysis 
Required

Change +/-

Cycle Mode 
Share

Automatic 
Cycle 
Counters

15 per hour Automatic July 2021-
July2022

Daily Count +

Public 
Perception 
of Project

Public 
Survey

75% believe 
it will benefi t 
Kilmarnock

Online 
Survey

Aug-Sept Once Statistical 
Anaylsis

+

Route Audit Sweco Team 50% of 
routes 
scored Good

In person July 2021 - 
July 2022

Prior & Post Route 
Scoring

+

Table 10.3 - Gathered Data

Table 10.3 shows an example of how data will be stored and analysed as the project progresses. Planning in advance 
will ensure continuity in collection and analysis practices, making the data directly comparable.

10.3 Baseline Data
To determine the success of the Kilmarnock Green Infi nity loop, current rates of active travel within Kilmarnock will be 
ascertained. Prior to the initial build stage further baseline data will be gathered through stakeholder and public con-
sultation as shown in Figure 10.3.

Figure 10.3 – Baseline Data Sources
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10.4 Project Commencement Data
Once the fi rst section of the project is open to the public, the next phase of data collection should commence. This will 
include up to date versions of the initial baseline data as well as collection of qualitative data from stakeholders and 
the public. 

10.5 Project Completion Data
Upon completion of the Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop a fi nal phase of data collection should be carried out. The data 
gained will be used to determine:

• Rates of Active Travel
• Public perception of the project
• Air quality
• Population health

Monitoring Plan

Monitoring will be an ongoing process throughout the project and after completion in order to make adjustments 
during implementation stages, ensuring the fi nal product is one that represents and enables the local community. 

Continuity in source and type of data throughout is crucial to ensure accurate comparisons can be made. Prior to com-
mencement of data collection the Sweco team will confi rm the:

• Sources of data
• Location of collection equipment
• Format of surveys
• Promotion of public/stakeholder surveys 

Evaluation Plan

As the project is public and accessible to all, a control group will not be able to be established, however change in 
habits relating directly to the project can be determined via the stakeholder and public surveys. Concurrent pro-
grammes promoting Health, Wellbeing or Active Travel should be taken into account when determining the projects 
impact. 

Table 10.4 outlines the timeline for the monitoring and evaluation plan. 

STAGE REQUIREMENT
Prior Creation of Monitoring and Evaluation Plan

Create Data Analysis Methodology
Identify Existing Baseline Data
Collect Current Baseline Data

During Continuous monitoring and evaluation
Launch online Mapping Tool
Conduct Stakeholder Workshops

Post Finalise Monitoring and Evaluation by Sweco
Publish Results
Appraise Monitor and Evaluation Plan
Hand over Monitoring and Evaluation to East Ayrshire 
Leisure

Table 10.4 – Monitoring & Evaluation Timeline

Sweco would report back key data to East Ayrshire Leisure at three stages:

• Stage 1: Prior to build stage (Prior)
• Stage 2: After completion of the fi rst section of the Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop (During)
• Stage 3: Upon completion (Post)

Upon confi rmation by East Ayrshire Leisure the data will then be made available to Stakeholders. The fi nal results, post 
completion of the project, will be made publicly available via East Ayrshire Leisure and promoted by Stakeholders to 
their representatives. 

Ongoing monitoring and evaluation of the Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop is advisable post completion, the 
responsibility of which will be passed to East Ayrshire Leisure.
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11.0 Equality Impact Assessment
11.1 Overview

The main aims of the Equality Impact Assessment is to continue and develop East Ayrshire Leisure commitment 
to equality for its citizens and employes under the Equality Act 2010. The main aims, outcomes are included in the 
Equality Impact Assessment in Appendix 6. 
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12.0 Carbon Reduction Strategy
12.1 Overview

East Ayrshire Council has aligned themselves with the climate target set by the Scottish Government to achieve net 
zero carbon by 2045. Therefore, a key part of this concept design is to consider the carbon impact of the scheme. 
By proactively managing carbon, reductions can be realised through alternative design solutions such as resource 
effi  ciencies or consideration of low carbon materials.

Therefore, a strategy to manage carbon on the Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop project has been developed, see 
Appendix 7. In doing so, the project will actively help towards achieving the climate target. This strategy aligns with 
PAS 2080 Carbon Management in Infrastructure and covers the key steps that will be taken at each project stage as 
well as the deliverables that need to be produced. 

The key project stakeholders have been identifi ed and their roles and responsibilities in terms of carbon management 
have been defi ned. Finally, project specifi c parameters have been set to ensure alignment with PAS 2080 and accurate 
reporting of carbon on the scheme.
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13.0 Cost Estimate
13.1 Overview

The indicative cost estimate for the concept design were taken from Spons 2020 rates or manufactures cost rates. The 
costing is based on SPONS 2020, and allows for items below which include optimisim bias of 44% for concept study 
stage:

• Regional Cost Variations
• Increase in rates from 2020 to 2021;
• General Contingencies are 15%;
• Preliminaries of 12%;
• Optimism Bias of 44% (Standard Civil Engineering Project)
• Gang Hours;
• Labour, plant and materials where applicable

The summary of all cost estimates are shown in Table 13.1 The detailed bills of quantities for these items are shown 
in Appendix 8. It should be noted that we do not have suffi  cient information to accurately itemise the costs of the 
following;

• Street lighting requirements
• Public utility diversions
• Temporary traffi  c management
• Earthworks requirements
• Drainage requirements
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ROUTE 1 ROUTE 2 ROUTE 3 ROUTE 4 ROUTE 5
100 Preliminaries Items £        312,020.45 £      415,651.55 £      415,228.63 £      299,141.18 £      521,101.18
200 Site Clearance £          33,920.05 £        30,032.33 £        36,663.00 £        32,315.03 £      101,826.30
300 Fencing £          46,906.36 £          7,125.24 £        27,890.20 £          8,202.88 £                       -
400 Road Restraint Systems (Vehicle and 

Pedestrian)
£                          - £          1,977.00 £                       - £                       - £                       -

500 Drainage and Service Ducts £        128,227.20 £      155,005.10 £      197,554.80 £      145,184.05 £      112,414.20
600 Earthworks £        588,605.07 £      963,715.24 £      950,541.93 £      636,714.00 £      812,852.92
700 Pavement £        205,702.34 £      258,523.15 £          2,046.00 £        71,568.84 £          5,588.00
1100 Kerbs, Footways and Paved Areas £        662,545.78 £ 1,083,291.19 £ 1,274,266.75 £      887,674.00 £ 1,626,927.12
1200 Traffi  c Signs and Road Markings £        267,770.54 £        60,533.20 £        53,360.01 £        46,919.47 £      172,222.92
1300 Road Lighting Columns, Brackets and 

CCTV Masts
£        145,633.96 £      208,557.87 £      223,393.16 £      163,446.26 £      630,926.41

1400 Electrical Works for Road Lighting and 
Traffi  c Signs

£                          - £                       - £                       - £                       - £                       -

1700 Structural Concrete £                825.00 £          2,250.00 £          2,475.00 £          2,250.00 £        11,250.00
1700 Existing Structures (Inc 15% contingen-

cies)
£          75,698.26 £      111,300.54 £        27,059.63 £      119,459.69 £        28,120.06

1700 New Structures (Inc 15% contingencies) £                          - £                       - £      131,140.29 £      145,368.18 £        54,400.32
2400 Brickwork, Blockwork and Stonework £                          - £                       - £                       - £                       - £                       -
2700 Public Utilities Diversionary Works £                          - £                       - £                       - £                       - £                       -
3000 Landscaping and Ecology £    1,955,091.00 £ 1,220,634.00 £ 1,116,433.00 £ 1,038,487.00 £ 1,113,399.00

Total £    4,422,946.00 £ 4,518,596.41 £ 4,458,052.40 £ 3,596,730.58 £ 5,191,028.42
£ 22,187,353.81

Total +44% Optimism Bias £ 31,949,789.48

Notes: 
1) Preliminaries, survey, GI, public utilities, optimism bias, enabling works, landowner compensation etc. not considered in relative cost.
2) Cost estimate does not include pavement surfacing works on existing road for option 1 – Quiet Street / Existing Path.
3) The proposed landfi ll site for removal of materials is Milton Landfi ll Site, East Ayrshire which is approximately 6 miles from Kilmarnock.
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14.0 Summary
14.1 Conclusion

The Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop project has the potential to transform Kilmarnock into a sustainable, attractive 
and safe place for active travel. The community support for this project is strong and maintaining this momentum 
with ongoing consultation throughout the design process will be key. The project is designed to provide the highest 
possible standard of infrastructure investment and should be coupled with relevant behaviour change programmes to 
be seen to full eff ect. This concept design covers several diff erent complex areas such as residentail, commercial, areas 
varying in affl  uence and will require more in depth design work to create a fi nal solution to deliver on it’s potential.

14.2 Recommendations
It is recommended the following activities are undertaken during the detailed design stage:

• Ground Investigation at key locations where poor ground has been identifi ed along the preferred route;
• Data collection in all forms;
• Modelling of the eff ects of infrastructure on the wider transport network;
• All landowners aff ected by the proposals to be consulted prior to detailed design progressing;
• All restricted access points have been granted approval for route access;
• A public utility C2 search using ‘New Roads and Street Works Act’ to be implemented prior to detailed design  
 works commencing in case existing utility plant aff ects the location of routes; 
• A detailed structural survey of the proposed structures in the route (detailed design).
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15.0 Appendices
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Appendix 1

Layout Drawing for Routes 1 to 5

65202121-SWE-KGIL-S02-0100
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Appendix 2

General Arrangement Drawings

65202121-SWE-KGIL-S02-0101 to 0168
&

Designer’s Risk Assessment
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Appendix 3

Structural Condition Survey 
& 

Conceptual Design Report
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Appendix 4

Ecological Report
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Appendix 5

Public Engagement
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Appendix 6

Equality Impact Assessment
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Appendix 7

Carbon Reduction Strategy
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Appendix 8

Bills of Quantity


